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Amelia Rose Earhart (born 1983 in Downey, California, United States) is an American private pilot and
reporter for NBC affiliate KUSA-TV in Denver, Colorado, where she resides.In 2013 Earhart started the Fly
With Amelia Foundation, which grants flight scholarships to girls aged 16â€“18.. Earhart was told by family
members in her youth that she was a descendant of Amelia Mary Earhart.
Amelia Rose Earhart - Wikipedia
A costermonger was a street seller of fruit and vegetables. The term, which derived from the words costard (a
type of apple) and monger, i.e. "seller", came to be particularly associated with the "barrow boys" of London
who would sell their produce from a wheelbarrow or wheeled market stall. Costermongers have existed in
London since at least the 16th century, when they were mentioned by ...
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